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Hey Super People Departments!

We have spoken a lot about defeating the villain of your Sterile

Processing Departments, Dirty Data, so we are going to take a break

to discuss our true number one priority, protecting the citizens of

your hospital, the actual patients (and their data). There are a

couple ways to boost your data utilization across multiple areas of

your SPD that fit into two categories, assembly and sterilization.

During assembly, many superheroes do not take advantage of

features in their electronic tracking software that tell their

technicians everything they need to know about maintaining and

reprocessing their physical instruments. Find out if your team is

appropriately documenting when an instrument is ready for

maintenance, retirement, removal, or replacement. Are the number

of uses until an instrument needs maintenance updated? Are

integrity testing reminders enabled? Is the warranty expiration date

recorded? What about the cost of the instrument? Do your

instruments have special handling requirements updated in the

tracking software? If not, now is the time to boost your data

utilization! Sterilization has data utilization needs as well. Do all

your instruments have updated primary sterilization methods? Are

those methods correct? What about alternate methods? If not, it’s

time to boost your data utilization!

PPE up and scour your software for opportunities to amplify your

maintenance and reprocessing product details. Your hospital’s

citizens will be safer - your team members will have increased

accountability - your instruments will be more reliable. You can rest

easy knowing the public is protected while you continue to prepare

for the fight against Dirty Data.

Stay clean!

-Madi and Amy
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Beyond Clean Instrument Data Experts:

Have more instrument data questions? Contact them at: Marketing@censis.com
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Beyond Clean Instrument Data Experts Biography:

For more information about surgical

instrument data & tracking, contact:

 Marketing@censis.com

Madeline Wooldridge is a Business Analyst for Censis

Technologies, Inc. Based in Tennessee, Censis is the industry

leader in surgical instrument management systems and offers

advanced, web-based software systems. She specializes in

serving clients’ Data Optimization needs. Originally intending

to attend medical school, she earned her Bachelor of Science in

Psychology with a pre-medicine focus, while her professional

workload consisted of customer service management and

optimizing surgical instrument tracking data. Madeline joined

the Censis Data Team full time more recently to help clients

reach their maximum potential for data integrity. She is

passionate about teaching, idea-to-process execution, and

alternative problem solving. Madeline works alongside Amy

Wooldridge, who earned her Bachelor of Science in

Management Information Systems. Amy was a trailblazer for

systems engineering and process improvement at EDS and

managed several accounts at Apple prior to joining Censis

Technologies. With increased productivity and accountability

in mind, she created the Data Optimization service for Censis

clients. She is passionate about research and data analysis. For

the last few years, the mother-daughter duo has used their

super power to provide hospitals with accurate and efficient

instrument data together.

 


